CAREERS IN

TV PRODUCTION
Craft and Technical Roles

Introduction to Careers in Non-Scripted TV Production
The UK is home to thousands of talented television creators and is internationally respected for delivering
quality programming across all genres. Working in UK TV opens up a world of opportunities - you could even be
contracted for regional and global travel.
This map will explain a little about most of the craft and technical roles in non-scripted TV production and give
you an idea of the skills required. Don’t forget to check out the editorial and production management TV careers
map on hiive.co.uk/careers, too!

What Is Non-Scripted Television?
The term non-scripted really means ‘without actors’. But it may include other performers like contributors, entertainers
and presenters. In truth, every TV programme has a narrative and script. Some craft and technical roles have the flexibility
to work in a mix of genres and sectors (including scripted comedy, drama or film) whereas roles in editorial or production
management tend to specialise in scripted or non-scripted and rarely cross over.

Children’s

Factual Entertainment

All programmes produced specifically for children aged
up to 15 years. Themes and language used reflect the
age of the intended audience from pre-school to teen.
Content is created to encourage the viewer’s imagination
and educate outside the classroom environment.
However, there are children’s dramas and sitcoms which
are scripted.

Television documenting real events and people
with a stronger entertainment element than serious
factual programmes. Often hosted by TV personalities,
programmes include celebrity or expert led experience
like travelogues, dating and makeover formats, daytime
magazine shows and reality.

News

Entertainment

News from around the world is packaged into short
bulletins through the day, with longer programmes at
lunchtime and in the evening. The news is presented by a
trained journalist, who will usually write their own scripts
with help from a small production team. News is collated
from agency reports, video from external sources, live
reports “in the field” and pre-recorded interviews. There is
often a guest who can comment on a story.

What it says on the tin - formatted programming meant
to entertain. It often contains the same segments every
episode. Programmes are fast paced and visually exciting.
Entertainment programmes recorded in a purpose-built
studio are sometimes referred to as ‘shiny floor’ because
the vinyl floors reflect the studio lights. Programmes
include; game shows, panel shows, music events, talent
elimination formats and talk shows.

Sports

Factual

Often technically complex (especially if broadcast live!)
television coverage of sporting events, or analysis
programmes discussing the sports action. It’s heavy on
action replays, graphics and unscripted chat and there are
many opportunities for travel.

Television that documents actual events and real
people. Some programmes are presented by known TV
personalities, journalists or professional experts. Types of
programmes include; cooking, current affairs, docudrama,
genealogy, natural history, observational and fixed rig
documentary and survivalist.

Why Choose A Career In
Non-Scripted Television?

50,000+

Careers behind the camera can be exciting, stimulating,
surprising and rewarding with real ‘money can’t buy’
experiences. It could be discovering the next superstar,
meeting world leaders, observing pioneering surgery or
having the best seats in the house at sporting events.
You’ll work with incredible talent, make friends for life and
develop a range of soft skills to help you succeed in your
chosen career.

TV Production
Jobs in the UK
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Routes In
Many senior professionals will tell you they just ‘fell into
it’ and every person will have a different story about
how they got started in TV, but these days you can be a
bit more strategic. It’s not essential to go to university
or film school but most craft and technical TV careers
will benefit from starting with skills-based qualifications,
then on-the-job experience. Once you’re working,
ongoing training in new techniques and technology is
pretty essential to keep up with industry developments.
After a while, you can choose to become a guru in
particular skills, technology and genres.

The Vocational Training Route
Some broadcasters, independent production companies,
specialist facilities and equipment hire companies offer
internships and graduate programmes in craft and technical
roles, but there are fewer than in editorial or production
management areas - competition is fierce!
Annual recruitment involves intensive application forms,
assessments and interviews. On the upside, training can lead
to long contracts at companies where you learn on the job
and sometimes they will pay for additional courses for you.
Keep tabs on company websites and social accounts to be
alerted to opportunities.

The Apprenticeship
Apprenticeships combine working with on-the-job training. In
technical roles, like engineering, this may be combined with
an industry relevant degree. Find these official apprenticeships
directly from company websites and social media.

The University Route
University courses are a great way to learn skills and
progress your personal development, particularly for craft
and technical careers. It’s a good idea to find a course that
has great relationships with professionals and access to
equipment and software used by industry. It’s important to
recognise that a degree is not a golden ticket into a job and
everyone has to start at the bottom. Some courses have
been awarded the Creative Skillset Tick, a quality mark that
ensures strong industry links. You can learn more at
www.creativeskillset.org

Entry Level Jobs
While not very glamorous, these jobs are essential to the
smooth running of a production. These jobs have a low level
of responsibility but are the perfect way for new entrants to
make a good impression and learn more about their chosen
field. Every new entrant will start in an entry level role,
including graduates. Specialist equipment hire companies and
service suppliers offer entry level jobs and some graduate
programmes. This could be in hires of audio, cameras,
outside broadcast facilities, lighting and staging or makers of
costumes, props and sets.

Employment Prospects
Many craft and technical roles in television are freelance because work is
project based. Depending on the size of the production, you may work for as
little as a day or for months at a time. While working you will have to find your
next job. Experienced professionals sometimes choose to join diary services
or employ an agent to manage their work schedule. Every job will be different,
although you’ll often bump into past colleagues so don’t burn any bridges!
Permanent staff roles tend to be attached to facilities like studios or equipment
hire and technical service companies. Places of work can include arenas,
locations and studios. Most roles have a mixture of many. Work can involve a lot
of travelling and being away from home for long periods.

Inclusivity
The television industry is committed to building an inclusive and culturally
diverse workforce, welcoming talent regardless of age, disability, ethnic or socioeconomic background, gender, religion or sexual orientation.

Pay
Craft and technical freelance pay is usually negotiated on daily rates, based on
the length of the shooting day. The rates are high to compensate for potential
periods without work. Entry level pay, per day, can range from UK minimum
wage (NMW) to London Living Wage (LLW) with senior gurus earning close to
£700 per day. Yes, really! Staff jobs will pay lower rates in comparison but are a
fixed annual income.

Getting Jobs
Starting out, you’ll need to identify and connect with senior professionals who
can employ or recommend you to their contacts. Watching the credits at the end
of a programme, reading the trade press and following social media accounts,
will help you to identify them. Politely ask if you can shadow them at work, so
they can meet you in person and you can see if their role is the right career path
for you – you never know, they may even offer you a job if you impress.
It’s essential to build a wide range of clients to ensure you always have income,
so if you have one, don’t give up your student job just yet - you’ll need flexible,
short term work while you build your professional experience and client base.

Hours of Work
Working days are usually scheduled for 8, 10 or 12 hours but there can be travel
too, requiring early starts and late finishes. It’s rarely a Monday to Friday job or
even a five day week job, so expect to work weekends regularly. On the plus side,
you can have days off in the middle of the week! If you need workplace stability
and set hours, this is probably not the industry for you!

Networking
TV relies on personal introductions and recommendations. Don’t believe the
old saying that ‘it’s all about who you know’ - it’s usually more about ‘who
knows you’. You need to meet new people all the time but also introduce
people to each other and they will do the same for you. Increase your
connections by going to industry events, do some skills training, create your
own content, join official organisations and Guilds and reconnect with former
colleagues. Update your social platforms and let people know when you are
available to hire.

Common first job tasks could start with delivery driving and
maintenance of specialist kit, taking reference photographs
and notes, running errands and checking supplies.
In craft roles, there may also be opportunities to work with
a senior professional, like a Camera Supervisor or Sound
Recordist, who will train you on-the-job, as you assist them.
You could be setting up and operating equipment, running
errands, packing and tidying up. You’ll need to approach
individual professionals directly and ask if they have any
openings.
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CAMERA DEPARTMENT
The Camera Department captures images (of course!). Working
to the Director’s script, they frame shots and perform camera
moves with speed and precision. It’s essential to have a working
knowledge of cameras, lenses, equipment and accessories.
Skills required are good colour vision, excellent hand-to-eye
coordination and an in-depth knowledge of the principles of
camera work. It’s essential to have good communication, listening
and teamwork skills. This department can be both exhilarating and
physically demanding!

SOUND DEPARTMENT
The Sound Department captures and processes the programme
audio. You need to have in-depth knowledge of sound technology
and equipment, as well as audio theory and acoustic principles.
You must be able to concentrate for long periods while
listening with a critical and technical ear. You’ll also be reliable,
self-disciplined and knowledgeable about health & safety
requirements.

ART DEPARTMENT
The Art Department turns the Director’s creative vision into
a reality. The work includes planning and management of
construction, prop making and set dressing of studios and
locations. Team structures depend on the type of programme,
budget and size of production. On smaller productions, one person
may fulfil many roles at different times.

Which Department
Could You Work In?

LIGHTING DEPARTMENT
The Lighting Department is integral to the creative and technical
story execution on multi-camera productions and may work closely
with the production designer to not only light the action but also
design media used as part of the set. You will need to understand
how to achieve different creative lighting effects with the latest
technology. You’ll need physical stamina and agility to perform this
role. In single camera productions, the Lighting Camera Operator
will take responsibility for lighting but may need an
Electrician sometimes.

COSTUME DEPARTMENT
The Costume Department (sometimes called ‘Wardrobe’) is
responsible for the style of the presenters and any other onscreen contributors. Big productions require a team with complex
craft skills but smaller productions may have just one superhero
who does EVERYTHING! You need creative visualisation skills,
technical colour and fabric knowledge AND knowledge of
costume history. You need a mobile tool kit and may find
items like a steamer, iron and sewing machine useful for some
productions.

HAIR & MAKEUP DEPARTMENT
The Hair and Makeup Department create makeup looks and
hairstyles to meet a production brief. Big productions often
require a team with specialist craft skills but smaller productions
may have just one person responsible for getting performers
‘camera ready’. Makeup is required to stop skin looking shiny
under hot studio lights but also to disguise blemishes and
enhance features. You’ll need a portable, well-stocked kit.
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Download this map,
including TV Studio
Technicians

And check out our
TV Editorial & Production
Careers Map

TV PRODUCTION CAREER MAP: CRAFT & TECHNICAL

ENTRY LEVEL
Hair and Makeup Assistants may perform
the same tasks as a Hair and Makeup Artist but
as they have less experience, they have less
responsibility. Common tasks include setting
up and tidying workstations, preparing tools
and products, updating notes and reference photographs
and finishing looks for senior team members to approve.
New entrants need to undertake structured training
with vocational qualifications at specialist schools.
Many teachers may take on their graduates as freelance
assistants.

Kit Room Assistants are entry-level roles
employed by an equipment rental company.
Tasks may include actioning repairs,checking
in and out items, delivering and collecting
from clients, preparing camera, lighting
and sound equipment and reporting damage. Training is
usually offered in aspects of camera, lighting, grip and
audio skills to prepare to become a camera assistant.
Applicants must have a flexible approach, good eye for
detail and the ability to work under pressure.
Studio Runners support the Studio
Manager and Coordinator with whatever
low-skilled task is required. Often part of a
pool of entry level people keen to work in
a craft or technical department, tasks include; general
errands, looking after clients and assisting on the
studio floor. It’s also possible to move into editorial or

Costume and Stylist’s Assistants
maintain the clothes and accessories, go on
errands, make continuity notes, wash, iron
and steam. They will check for continuity
between shots and fix minor problems. After
filming finishes, they prepare items for storage, return or
re-sale. Assistants with dressmaking and tailoring skills
will have an advantage. There are many qualifications
available in this area.

production management roles.

Art Department Runners support the
team with anything required. They’ll run
errands, collate receipts, help to make props
and help to keep the department running
smoothly. They need a can-do attitude, willingness to go
the extra mile and a reliable alarm clock! Digital image
manipulation skills are essential. Ability to drive is
an advantage.

SOUND
Sound Supervisors and Sound Recordists* attend
site recces and technical meetings with the other Heads
of Department (HoD) and the Director, they understand
the production requirements, advise on potential audio
issues and liaise with other departments. They are experts
at choosing microphones, mixing audio signals and
operating mixing desks and recording devices. They recruit
their team where required and have excellent leadership
and organisational skills.

Grams Operators* play music or sound
effects during recording or broadcast,
usually on entertainment or sports
programmes. Preparing the sound files for
use, they follow the script and Director’s
instructions on when to play them in. They need to
know how to operate bespoke hardware, edit efficiently
and work with MIDI and GPI software to enable sound
cue relays from the vision mixers desk and graphics
machines. *AKA Deputy Sound Supervisors.

Sound Supervisors* are the senior sound person on
larger, multi-camera programmes with
complex elements. During recording or
transmission, they may work from a specially
equipped vehicle, often with a Sound
Engineer or Sound Assistants depending on
the programme’s audio needs.

Sound Assistants* despite the title,
are not always junior in experience.
They are the eyes and ears of the Sound
Supervisor. They are responsible for
setting up sound equipment, communication and
public address systems and microphones. They are
specialists in hiding radio microphones in clothes or
hair! It’s essential to be confident and have excellent
communication skills. *AKA Sound Floor Operator
on entertainment programmes.

Sound Recordists* often work alone, on
single-camera style programmes. Owning
the majority of their equipment, or hiring
specialist kit from a rental company, they
charge separate fees for their services and
the equipment used.
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CAMERA
Camera Supervisor, Lighting Camera,
Director of Photography* are the most
senior roles in this department. Working
closely with the Director, they attend site
visits and technical planning meetings, often
managing a team of camera professionals, assistants
and trainees. They need to be strong leaders who
make decisions quickly and flexibly. All require expert
knowledge of camera and lighting techniques, health and
safety legislation and people management.

Grips are responsible for building and
maintaining camera support equipment, from
a tripod to a 100ft crane. They work with
the Director, Camera Supervisor/Director of
Photography and Crane Operator to position
cameras with smooth movements. There are specific NVQ
qualifications for Grips at Level 2 & 3 available.
Teleprompters control the prompt device,
giving the illusion presenters are speaking
from memory. They rig the prompt unit onto
the camera, format scripts for the device
and control the speed at which the words
scroll. Often working in a range of sectors, including TV,
they need good English skills and confidence resolving
software or technical issues. A common route in to this
role is from gallery Runner.

*Camera Supervisors mostly work on multi-camera,
OB (outside broadcast) and studio based programmes.
*Lighting Camera Operators mostly work on single
camera style programmes like documentaries and often work
alone or with an assistant. Usually own their equipment.
*Director of Photography (DoP) mostly works on single
camera programmes, with greater input to the overall look
of a programme. They also usually own their equipment.

Digital Imaging Technicians (DIT) and Data Wranglers
work in the same area but have different tasks depending
on genre. The core responsibility is to handle the rushes
safely between the camera and the edit facility. Making
a mistake could cost the production thousands of pounds
to rectify, so being organised is essential!
Common routes in are from post production.

Jib Operators are very experienced
technicians skilled at operating cameras
attached to a long arm, fixed to a dolly.
They swing the jib arm to move the camera,
offering moving shots while adjusting the
pan, focus, tilt and zoom. Jibs are a lightweight version
of the cranes used on feature films, TV drama and large
scale entertainment shows. They work closely with a Jib
Assistant, usually a Camera Assistant keen to become a Jib
Operator, who moves the jib base around the studio floor.

DITs adjust camera settings, create
workflows of data, apply an example colour
grade on set and convert codecs.
Data Wranglers are less experienced. They
transfer and backup digital rushes multiple
drives and maintain spreadsheets.

Camera Operators, often still referred to as
a ‘Cameraman’ (even the ladies!), ensure that
cameras and equipment are rigged and ready
to use. This senior role requires multitasking
and listening skills, while carrying out
complex technical tasks. Cameras used will vary between
handheld cameras, Steadicam, tripods or remotely
operated heads (cranes or jibs). On most multi-camera
productions, a team is led by a Camera Supervisor, or DoP,
depending on the genre.

COSTUME DEPARTMENT
Costume Designers and Stylists* and are
often interchangeable titles. Working closely
with the Director and other departments, they
oversee the styling, buying, hiring or making
of outfits and costumes. They visualise
the look, shop, make and adjust garments, organise
fittings and cleaning and return/sale of items. Costume
Designers are expected to have dressmaking, tailoring
and sewing skills, with the ability to manage a team.
Stylists are expected to have good relationships with
designers, PR and brands to supply clothing in current
styles. There are also Fashion Stylists who tend to work
one-on-one with celebrities/presenters. *AKA Wardrobe.

Costume Supervisors coordinate the
work of the department and the staff
on bigger, multi-camera productions.
Working to the Costume Designer’s
plans, they work out what clothes
and accessories need to be made, hired or bought,
where staff are needed and the tasks to be done.
They will supervise continuity of outfits, cleaning and
maintenance, construction, budget and schedule.
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ART

LIGHTING

Production Designers bring the Director’s
brief to life. Working closely with the Director,
Producer, Production Manager and Lighting
Director, they plan the sets, props, staging,
colour schemes and any other elements
required. As the senior team member, they are also
responsible for health & safety procedures. Production
Designers have a proven track record of great production
design, creativity and leadership under pressure.

Lighting Directors are senior technicians
who design the lighting for multi-camera
productions. They make extensive preparations
before recording days, including script reading
and discussions about the style of programme
with other heads of department. They will prepare a
lighting plan (plot) with information about the light
position, type and colour, as well as staffing required and
the schedule. They may also program and design media
for and LED screens and moving lights. LD’s must have
excellent creative vision and leadership skills. Routes
to this role tend to come from extensive experience in
lighting for photography, theatre, events, or the TV
camera department.

Art Directors make the creative vision actually
happen. Working to the Designer’s plans, they
project manage the art department including
construction, planning, attending recces
(pre-filming location visits) and recruiting a
team. They may also draught sets and plan
special effects like fake snow, pyrotechnics and gunge. It’s
essential to have strong leadership, technical drawing,
organisation and specialist design software skills.

Senior Electricians* and Electricians**
vary according to the size of the production.
Electricians work with the LD to position
lighting according to the plot prepared. They
also make sure equipment is working safely
throughout the production. Electricians are
responsible for monitoring electricity usage
during shooting and identifying if additional
power resources are required. On large
productions with lots of lights and LED video
projection, a Senior Electrician will manage a team.
Electricians require qualifications for working with
electrics. They should think creatively and ideally have a
keen interest in engineering. *AKA Gaffer **AKA Spark

Production Buyers find items required for the
production design. They have an extensive book
of contacts for skilled people and specialist
suppliers. Working to a brief, they are expertlevel researchers and negotiators. They record
all items used and make sure everything is returned, sold,
scrapped or recycled after filming. They spend a lot of time
working on the road and have excellent people skills.
Art Department Assistants support the team
with whatever is required including creating
small props and set dressing. They need to be
creative, follow a brief, have an eye for detail,
be able to prioritise and have good stamina.
They’ll need practical art skills, like drawing, painting and
sculpture as well as digital skills in IT, image manipulation
and CAD (computer aided design) software.

Lighting Console Operators operate
all lights on a set. This involves setting up
the console or dimmer desk, programming
and wiring. They balance the picture and
programme the lights to maintain the “look”
set by the Lighting Director. During the recording or
broadcast, they follow instructions and interpret ideas
according to the plans and cues. They need to operate a
range of specialist equipment. Qualifications may
be desirable.

HAIR & MAKEUP
Hair and Makeup Designers* are
responsible for overall design, application,
continuity and care of makeup and hair. They
work closely with the Director, performers,
Costume Designer, Lighting and Camera
departments and often lead a team. During preproduction they assess requirements, create shopping
lists, prepare budgets and schedules and recruit staff.
They calculate call times and check how makeup and
hair look under the lighting, making adjustments when
needed. They usually work on the main presenters but
will oversee all other performers. Some celebrities trust a
designer’s skills so much that they are contracted for all
the performer’s work. *AKA Makeup Supervisor.

Hair and Makeup Artists test looks
with performers, checking for allergies or
sensitivities before filming begins. They may
also help source products. During shooting
they may apply make-up, create prosthetics,
and cut and style hair or wigs. They will also take lots
of notes and photos for continuity. They must have a
good eye for colour and knowledge of anatomy, be great
problem solvers with physical stamina and excellent
communication. This is a step up from Hair and
Makeup Assistant.
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Studio Technicians most often work on entertainment programmes in studios or outside
broadcast (OB) locations. Some operate the technology or the physical set. Others direct
the action required of performers and crew. Some roles are booked by the Production
Manager (see the Editorial and Production roles map), some by the Production Designer
and others by the Studio Manager. Many only work on a production on shoot days.

FLOOR
Assistant Floor Managers relay cues and
chaperone performers between dressing rooms,
green rooms, makeup, wardrobe and the
studio floor. It’s competitive to get onto a Floor
Managers team of trusted assistants. You’ll
need to be active and fit! This role may also be filled
by Floor Runners who work in the production office as
Production or Office Runners between studio filming days.
On some long-running programmes, Floor Runners may
only work on the production on studio days.

Riggers make the physical connection
between lighting, scenic, sound equipment
and the studio roof. Working to the scenic or
lighting designer’s plans and often at height,
they suspend the equipment safely using
cables or other equipment, ensuring both the roof and
equipment can support the weight. They may also advise
and impliment the best cable routes for accessibility and
Health and Safety. NVQ level assessment is common but
additional specialist experience is required. Work is found
via rigging equipment companies.

Props Masters work purely for the Art
Department, usually only on big entertainment
programmes with many props. They manage
the supply of items, working closely with the
Art Director and Stage Manager. This can
include supervising unloading of deliveries and checking
all items are present. They need to have a good eye for
detail and good organisation skills.

Stagehands* are on-hand for set construction.
They need to follow the production designer’s
plans and connect elements of the set and
staging like walls, doors, seated areas, scenery
both on the studio floor and hanging from the
rig. The job involves heavy lifting, working safely with
materials and electrics and sometimes light construction.
Work is often via event crew agencies. * AKA Scenehand

Stage Managers act as a go-between for
the Art Department and Floor Manager. They
prepare and position props as instructed,
telling performers how to use them safely and
returning them to suppliers. They may also take
photographs for continuity. They need to respond quickly
to changes and always have a backup plan. On smaller
productions this role may be done by the Art Director.

Floor Managers work on the studio floor
and make sure everyone knows what they
are doing and when to do it. They are the
Director’s eyes and ears for everything that
can’t be seen through the camera lens. It’s key
to have a good rapport with the key presenters. They relay
instructions from the team in the gallery to the on-screen
talent and floor crew, ensuring props are moved on and
off the studio floor on time. They supervise rehearsals,
health & safety regulations and audience participation.
On large productions they may lead a team. You need
to be a good communicator, with top skills in listening,
multitasking, observing and time management. As you are
on your feet all day, you’ll need to be fit.

STUDIO MANAGEMENT
Studio Runners support the Studio
Manager and Coordinator with whatever
low-skilled task is required. Often part of a
pool of entry level people keen to work in
a craft or technical department, tasks include; general
errands, looking after clients and assisting on the
studio floor. It’s also possible to move into editorial or

Studio Managers* run the TV studio facility.
Reporting to a senior management board,
they are responsible for making the studio
profitable. They will be aware of changes in
working regulations, oversee health and safety,
manage a team of staff and specially skilled freelancers
and bring in clients. You need to have a good affinity for
all departments and be able to communicate effectively
with clients and staff. * AKA Resource Managers

production management roles.

Studio Coordinators support the Studio
Manager with admin and logistics tasks
like booking freelance technicians, looking
after clients hiring the studio and managing
studio runners. They don’t work directly on
productions but ensure that recording or broadcast runs
smoothly.
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ENGINEERING
Vision Mixers manipulate different images
to make a visually exciting programme.
This role is required for multi-camera style
formats like entertainment, news and sports.
Following the Director’s prepared script, they
cut or mix different camera shots on the
mixer desk, while listening to the Director’s instructions
and Script Supervisor’s countdown to the next item and
setting up transitions. As the Director’s second pair of
eyes in the gallery, they can see camera shots, VT inserts,
EVS replays, graphics, subtitles and still images and make
them all fit together seamlessly.
Vision Guarantees oversee the technical
equipment in a studio or OB vehicle. They
manage images from the cameras and
playback sources, through the studio gallery
equipment and onto the hard drive for future
editing or out to live satellite broadcast systems. They
can be responsible for preparing all equipment for vision,
sound and lighting. They need specialist knowledge
of software and broadcast equipment, IT and system
maintenance. They must be good at troubleshooting
under pressure, keeping up with technology and
communications. AKA Technical Manager in a
studio environment.
Vision Supervisors work directly to the
Lighting Director but may work for the
studio, OB facility or be booked directly by
production management. They are responsible
for the overall look of the show in terms of
exposure and saturation (known as “racking”) and ensure
that all pictures from the cameras match in a multicamera environment. On big jobs they may also manage
additional Vision Engineers.

LOOKING FOR

Vision Engineers rig external equipment
on an OB shoot, e.g. monitors and fibre
equipment. They work closely with the Vision
Guarantee on shoot days, to make sure that
everything inside and outside the truck is
working correctly. Working to the Vision Supervisor, they
may also “rack” up to five cameras to make sure all the
pictures match in exposure and saturation.
Sound Guarantees have similar levels
of responsibility as the Sound Supervisor
but rarely for programme audio. They plan
and build the audio technical facilities and
operational systems, troubleshooting any
issues as they arise. Work is usually via the studio or
OB company and they must know how the equipment,
cabling and workflow operates. *AKA System Engineers
/ Audio Engineers
Sound Assistants* despite the title,
are not always junior in experience.
They are the eyes and ears of the Sound
Supervisor. They are responsible for
setting up sound equipment, communication and
public address systems and microphones. They are
specialists in hiding radio microphones in clothes or
hair! It’s essential to be confident and have excellent
communication skills. *AKA Sound Floor Operator
on entertainment programmes.

RESOURCES OR FURTHER ADVICE?

You can find lots of information and resources about careers in screen industries online. Start with these sites and check their social media for more.

BAFTA
BBC Academy
BFI
Creative Skillset
Hiive
Royal Television Society

guru.bafta.org
bbc.co.uk/academy
bfi.org.uk/education-research
creativeskillset.org/tv
hiive.co.uk/careers
rts.org.uk/education-training

Follow us on Twitter @wearehiive @skillsetSSC
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